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ABSTRACT 
A family of algorithms which solve the complementarity problem (and certain 
generalized complementarity problems) is introduced. In these algorithms block 
pivots (multiple exchanges of basic and nonbasic variables) are permitted. The 
geometry of complementary points is studied. The proof that these algorithms 
converge in a finite number of steps is based on certain elementary results from 
group theory, and does not rely on monotonic&y arguments. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous applications require the solution of the system of equations 
and inequalities known as the nonlinear cmplementurity problem: 
Let f: R “*R” be a continuous function. 
Find a vector r E R n such that 
x > 0, 
y-f(x) >a 
x’f(x) =o. 
In this paper we consider a family of algorithms which may be used to solve 
the above system. The most general conditions under which there exists a 
solution to the nonlinear complementarity problem are still being sought. 
However, we resolve this matter temporarily by restricting our attention to a 
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subclass of the P-functions defined by More and Rbeinboldt [l]. The 
algorithms we present differ from most methods previously applied to 
complementarity problems because they utilize the concept of a block-pivot 
or multiple exchange of basic and nonbasic variables. An example of a 
method which permits the exchange of two or more variables simultaneously 
was that of Chandrasekaran [2]. Chandrasekaran’s method was applied to 
affine functions f(x) = Mx + 9 in which the coefficient matrix was a Z-matrix 
( i.e., a square matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal elements). Tamir [3] 
extended the method to certain nonlinear functions known as Z-functions 
and M-functions by incorporating nonlinear Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative 
processes. The convergence proofs in [2,3] depend on a monotonic increase 
in the number of positive basic variables. Our algorithms do not require f to 
be a Z-function or an M-function and do not necessarily increase in a 
monotonic fashion the number of positive basic variables. Only complemen- 
tary points are considered, while the decision as to how to proceed is based 
entirely on the sign pattern of the n current basic variables. 
The proof that the algorithms terminate in a finite number of steps is an 
application of results from group theory. An insight into the geometry of 
complementary points makes such a proof possible. This geometric fact, 
denoted “pigeonholing of complementary points” is considered in Sect. 2. 
Section 3 develops the algorithms, and suggests some motivations and some 
variations on the algorithms. A short discussion concludes the paper. 
2. PIGEONHOLING 
For a concise presentation we consider the following. 
Given f: R”+R”, a continuous function, the complementarity problem 
associated with f is: 
(CPf) Find xER” such that for each index i~N={1,2,3,...,n} 
xi PO, (2.1) 
fi (x) 2 0, (2.4 
xi+(x) =o. (24 
Equation (2.3) in (CPf) is kn own as the cornplementurity condition. Since 
any solution to (CPf) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), Eq. (2.3) is here equivalent to 
x”f(x) =o. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose x E R n satisfies the complementarity condition 
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(2.3) of (CPf). Define th e complementay point associated with x by 
s = x+f(x). 
By (2.3) of (CPf), th ere exists an index set Z, c N such that 
m=o for iEZ,, 
xi =o for iEN--I,. 
This yields the following about s, the complementary point associated with 
X: 
for i E Z,, 
;(x) for iEN-ZI,. 
We say that the index set Z, leads to the complementary point s. 
The vector s is well described as a basic vector (in linear-programming 
terminology), since it contains all the dependent or basic variables. Those 
variables not in s, the nonbasic variables, are understood to be equal to zero. 
In order to recover x and f(x) from s, one needs to know Z,. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If y =f(x), (CPf) is nundegenerate if for each xER”, 
at most n of the 2n variables ( y,x) simultaneously vanish. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf (CPf) is rwndegenerate, and S = { s[ s is a complemen- 
tuy point for (CPf)}, then S does not intersect orthunt boundaries in R”. 
Proof. Follows from Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. n 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let S denote the set of all complementary points for a 
nondegenerate (CPf). Th e set S is said to be pigeonholed if each orthant in 
R” contains one and only one complementary point. 
The above phrase takes its derivation from the well-known pigeonhole 
principle: 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf m objects are distributed over m places in such a way 
that no place receives moTe than one object, then each place receives exactly 
one object. 
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The class of functions known as P-functions was introduced by More and 
Rheinboldt [l]. Use of the definition of P-functions can be made in connec- 
tion with Lemma 2.5 to produce an existence-uniqueness result for (CPf). 
But first let us recall the definition of a P-function. 
DEFINITION 2.6. If f:R”+R n is a continuous function, then f is a 
P-function on a set S if for all x, y E S with x# y, there exists an index 
i = i (x, y) such that 
The following theorem contains the uniqueness results necessary for our 
study of the complementary points for (CPf): 
THEOREM 2.7. Let f: R “-+R” be a P-function on R". Then 
(i) Each orthant 0 c R” contains at most one complementuy point. 
(ii) For each complementary point s, there is a unique x such that s is the 
complementary point associated with x. 
(iii) If (CPf) is nondegenerate, at most one index set leads to a given 
complementary point s. 
Proof. In (i) the assumption of two such points contradicts Definition 
2.6. Part (ii) is treated similarly. To show (iii), use Lemma 2.3 and Definition 
2.1. H 
Using Theorem 2.7, one may deduce that several classes of functions 
which have appeared in the literature have pigeonholed complementary 
points. The identification of such classes is summarized in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let f: R n+R” be a P-function on R”, and let (CPf) be 
non&generate. Then 5, the set of complementary points for (CPf), is 
pigeonholed if f belongs to any one of the following subclasses of the class 
of P-functions 
(i) Aj@e functions f(x) = Mx + q, where the square matrix M has all 
principal minors positive. 
(ii) The set of functions which are continuously differentiable and have a 
positively bounded Jacobian matrix [4] [i.e., there exists a number 8, with 
0 < S < 1, such that for every x E R n evey principal minor of the Jacobian 
matrix I,(x) lies between 6 and 6 - ‘1. 
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(iii) Unifcnm P-functions on R” [S] [i.e., there exists a constant c>O 
such that for all x, y E R n there is an index i = i (x, y) such that 
(‘i-Yi)[ fi(x)-fi( Y)] 2 cllx-Y112]* 
(iv) Nondegenerate P-functions [6] [i.e., functions such that for each 
subset I ck) of N, the function f ck) : R “+ R * defined by 
is a homeomorphism from R” onto R”]. 
Proof. Theorem 2.7 asserts that there is at most one complementary 
point s in each o&ant. Once the existence of 2” complementary points is 
demonstrated, the proof follows from Lemma 2.5. 
For cases (i) and (iv) the complementary points are given by 
#)=[ f(k)]-‘(o)+fi[ f’“‘]-‘(o)], 
where superscript k = 1,2,. . . ,2” numbers the subsets of N. 
Functions with property (ii) retain the property after principal pivots. 
Thus one may perform a principal pivot corresponding to any subset of N. In 
the nondegenerate (CPf), setting the nonbasic variables to zero yields a 
unique complementary point. Hence, in (ii) there are exactly 2” complemen- 
tary points. 
The functions of (iii) have exactly 2” complementary points. This is 
obtained most easily by applying Corollary 3.5 of [S] to each orthant of R”. 
n 
3. PERMUTATIONS 
The algorithms we discuss are designed to make use of the geometric 
properties of certain P-functions, namely the pigeonholing of complementary 
points. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A direct algorithm for (CPf) is a method for recursively 
determining a sequence {I (k)}Tz 1 of index sets together with some way of 
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determining at each step whether or not Z @) leads to the desired complemen- 
tary point. Such algorithms are successful if the desired index set is found 
and no index set is considered more than once. A block-pivot direct algorithm 
permits two successive index sets Z @) and Z @+ ‘) to differ by more than one 
element. Any direct algorithm which is not a block-pivot direct algorithm is 
called a single-pivot direct algorithm. For further details see [6] and [7J 
A few preliminaries from group theory lead to a family of block-pivot 
direct algorithms. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let J= { 1,2,. . . , 2”). Denote by T the set of all per- 
mutations on _Z. T forms a group under the operation of composition of 
functions, 0. (T, 0) is called the symmetric group of degree 2”. If i E J and 
r9 E T, then the orbit of the number j under 8 consists of the numbers j, 
0 ( 8, e2( i) ,...,e’-l(j), h w ere 1 is the smallest positive integer such that 
8’( j) = 1. The integer 1 is the Zength of the orbit. By a cycle of 0 we mean the 
ordered set (i,e(i),e”(i),...,e’-l(j)). 
One of the main facts about permutations is expressed in the following 
PI: 
LEMMA 3.3. Evey permutation can be uniquely expressed as a product 
of disjoint cycles. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f (x) be a P-function on R”. Let (CPf) be nondegen- 
crate and have its set of complementay points S pigeonholed. Then for 
each 8 E T, 0 yields a successful direct algorithm (of the block-pivot type) 
for (W9. 
Proof. We develop the procedure for constructing the unique solution 
to (CPf), denoted by x *. Then by nondegeneracy s* =x* +f (x*) has all 
positive components. Let Z* be such that fi (x*) = 0 for i E Z* and x: =0 for 
iEN-I*. 
Consider two copies of the set J = { 1,2,. . . ,2”}. The first of these we 
denote by J1, and use to number the subsets of N. The second copy we 
denote lo*. The set .Zor will number the orthants of R “. Let these numberings 
be such that 0, the empty set, and R:={xER”]xi>O, iEN} have the 
same number, say (Y. 
Since f(x) is a P-function on R n and the set of complementary points is 
pigeonholed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between index sets and 
orthants of R”. 
ef : 1~4~~. 
Let this one-to-one correspondence be denoted ep Thus 
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Fix 8 E T. Without loss we may say that 8 :Jo,+.Zr. Now consider the 
permutation g= Z306,. Note that g :,Zr-+.Zr. 
The successful direct algorithm is given by the cycle of the number a 
under the permutation g, namely (a,g(a),g”(a),...,g’-‘(a)). The number 
g’-‘(a) is the number of the index set I*. The solution x* to (CPf) is 
obtained by solving the system 
fiw=o for iEZ* 
xi =o for iEN-I*. H 
These algorithms can be implemented using another complementary 
point (and hence another index set) as a starting point. Since the starting 
point s=O+f(O) q re uires no system to be solved, it is generally used. If 
another starting point s^ is desired, the corresponding index set Z and the 
orthant R: should be given the same number a. 
The algorithm easily adapts itself to solve the generalized complementar- 
ity problem [9] [ i.e., find x E K, a solid cone, such that f( X) E K *, the polar of 
Kandx’f(x)=O]forthespecialcaseofK=8=K*,anorthantofR”.Tosee 
this simply give 0, the empty set, and 8, the desired orthant, the same 
number a. 
A case of special interest is to let 8 be the identity map. One way to 
implement this is given in the following rule: 
z(k+‘) = {iJs,!k)<O} (3-I) 
Notice that if s@) >O, then I@+‘)= 0, so that R: and 0 do have the same 
number a. 
The direct algorithm (3.1) also serves as a heuristic choice of permuta- 
tion. To see why, consider the following example: let f(x) = 
(fi(xl),fi(~2)Y...,fn(X,))t b e a diagonal mapping with positively bounded 
(diagonal) Jacobian matrix. Then (3.1) converges in one step, as the sign 
pattern of f(0) automatically identifies the index set I*. One may argue that 
the more “diagonally dominant” f(r) is, the more likely (3.1) is to converge 
on the first step. 
4. DISCUSSION 
In this section we would like to try to anticipate some questions about 
the family of algorithms presented in this paper. In doing this we hope to 
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support the idea that direct algorithms hold some promise as a simple and 
efficient way to compute solutions to complementarity problems. 
Perhaps the most obvious point is that in order to use a direct algorithm 
one must deal with the systems of equations corresponding to the index set 
I@) at the kth step. Many methods are available, and the selection of the best 
method to handle the equations will depend very much on the application. 
One should refer to Ortega and Rheinboldt [lo] for the most comprehensive 
collection of traditional techniques and to Eaves [ll] for material on newer 
methods. The solution of complementarity problems is made simple by the 
direct-algorithm approach, since readily available and robust software 
already exists for solving systems of equations. A program with as few as 
50-166 user generated statements can be used to solve a complementarity 
problem. 
One should note that highly accurate solutions to the intermediate 
systems are not required in order to have these algorithms operate success- 
fully. All that is needed is that the approximating vector # have the same 
pattern of signs as the kth-step complementary point s@). This allows for a 
relaxed stopping criterion for these intermediate systems. 
The structure of the intermediate systems is also important. A reduction 
in the dimensionality generally aids all methods used for solving systems of 
equations. This may be accomplished on the k&step system 
by directly substituting the value 0 into the fi’s. Then f;(x) depends only on 
variables which are indexed by the current index set I@). 
One somewhat disappointing feature of the direct algorithms of this 
paper is that they break down in the case of degenerate (CPf). In the 
degenerate case, pigeonholing does not occur and the permutation BZ is not 
defined at certain elements of J. One may rationalize that such occurrences 
are very rare, and if they do arise they may be dealt with by a perturbation 
technique. 
A few final statements about the expected performance of the algo- 
rithms: It is not difficult to see that certain permutations 0 when composed 
with certain fZZ’s will lead to very long (and hence very expensive) cycles in 
the permutation g = 00 6’ Until further study is made of the question of how 
to choose a 8, we recommend limiting the number m of Definition 3.1 to be 
less than 4n. Practical experience to date indicates that if Z* is not found in 
4n steps, it will probably take many more steps than this. In such a case, 
either another permutation 8 should be generated or perhaps another direct 
algorithm [6,7] should be tried on the problem. 
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